
East/ Southeast Asia Mega Super Unit Test Study Guide 

What is the Pacific Ring of Fire? Where is it? What parts of the world are part of the Pacific Ring of Fire? 

Why does China have so many resources? What have they been able to do because they are resource rich? 

How much of China’s land is arable (able to grow things)? 

What is double-cropping? Why do people double-crop? 

What is terracing? What does terracing prevent? 

How important are monsoons for East and Southeast Asia? 

Where do rivers start? Where do they end? What does the water do to the land? How does that impact people? 

Where was China’s cultural hearth located? 

Why are cultural hearths located next to rivers? 

Why does Japan have so few resources? What have they had to do in order to make sure they have what they need? 

What is outsourcing? Why do people outsource?  

What is deforestation? What impact has deforestation had on Indonesia? 

What is the Three Gorges Dam? Why was it built? What impact has it had on the environment? 

What level of development do the countries in East/ Southeast Asia have? What type of industry and agriculture do they 

do? 

What is China’s population? 

Most of the region is becoming more urbanized or ruralized? 

What does ethnically homogeneous mean? Where are most of the people ethnically homogeneous in East and 

Southeast Asia? 

What are the major religions in East/ Southeast Asia? 

What two countries in East/ Southeast Asia had a major role in World War 2? 

What happened to China in 1949? 

What did the US do with Japan after beating them in World War 2? 

Why did Korea become two countries? Which Korean country is Communist? 

What happened to Southeast Asian countries in the 1800s? 

What was the Vietnam War? 

Which country is a member of OPEC? 

What are some environmental challenges in East and Southeast Asia? 



Please locate: Beijing/ China, Seoul/ South Korea, Tokyo/ Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, 

Cambodia, Taiwan, North Korea, Singapore, Philippines 

Please locate these physical features: Gobi Desert, Himalaya Mountains, Chiang Jiang (Yangtze) River, Hwang He River, 

South China Sea, Himalaya Mountains, Sea of Japan 

 


